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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this study is to evaluate the advantages by examining the effect decentralized blockchain 

applications on accounting information systems. The blockchain as an Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) 
offers new possibilities to recording and backing up sensitive and confidential data of accounting information 
systems. The blockchain is designed in a structure that allows transactions to be monitored and controlled in 
real-time. By this way, the question of how to operate the real-time accounting system, as a new paradigm with 
blockchain technology, and how to apply in the field of taxation have emerged simultaneously. To achieve the 
aim of the study, a descriptive approach was adopted to explore the basics of blockchain technology and the 
most important accounting practices (such as accounting entries, taxation). For that purpose, the relevant 
literature on blockchain accounting system were reviewed and the blockchain reports of the big four companies 
were examined. As a result, the potential advantages of real-time blockchain accounting system were 
categorized according to four focus points: transparency and trust; disintermediation;smart contracts; 
continuous audit. 
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Yeni Bir Paradigma Olarak Gerçek Zamanlı Blok Zinciri Muhasebe Sistemi 
ÖZET 
Bu çalışmanın amacı, merkezi olmayan blok zinciri uygulamalarının muhasebe bilgi sistemleri üzerindeki 

etkisini inceleyerek avantajlarını değerlendirmektir. Dağıtık Defter Teknolojisi (DLT) olarak blok zinciri, 
muhasebe bilgi sistemlerinin hassas ve gizli verilerini kaydetmek ve yedeklemek için yeni olanaklar sunar. Blok 
zinciri, işlemlerin gerçek zamanlı olarak izlenmesine ve kontrol edilmesine izin veren bir yapıda tasarlanmıştır. 
Böylelikle blok zinciri teknolojisinin sunduğu altyapı itibariyle gerçek zamanlı muhasebe sisteminin nasıl 
işletileceği ve vergilendirme alanında nasıl uygulanacağı soruları eş zamanlı olarak ortaya çıkmıştır. 
Çalışmanın amaçlarına ulaşmak için, blok zinciri teknolojisinin temellerini ve en önemli muhasebe 
uygulamalarını (muhasebe kayıtları, vergilendirme gibi) keşfetmek için tanımlayıcı bir yaklaşım benimsenmiştir. 
Bu amaçla, blok zinciri muhasebe sistemine ilişkin ilgili literatür ve büyük dörtlü şirketlerin blok zinciri 
raporları incelenmiştir. Sonuç olarak, gerçek zamanlı blok zinciri muhasebe sisteminin potensiyelavantajları; 
şeffaflık ve güven; aracısızlaşma; akıllı sözleşmeler ve sürekli denetim olmak üzere dört odak noktasına göre 
kategorize edilmiştir. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The blockchain is a set of cryptographically linked datablocks that allow management 
of the entire history of transactions performed through a decentralized ledger. Different peer-
to-peer (P2P) nodes validate transactions cryptographically and do not need a central 
authority to verify information. Since blockchain technology is structured on a peer-to-peer 
network that is not dependent on a central authority, hash value that is a cryptographic 
method, is used as the trust mechanism for recording transactions. The transaction 
information are entered in a block with hash value of information and the hash value for the 
previous block the chain. A decentralized operating system called "proof of work" is used to 
protect this chain. One of the key features of a Blockchain based Accounting Information 
System (AIS) is that the organization of information in a distributed, decentralized and shared 
chain of blocks. Thus, it creates a database managed by multiple users distributed in the P2P 
network which is why it is defined as a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) (Wu et.al., 
2019:100093; Weigand et.al., 2019:344; Kokina et.al., 2017:94; Dai and Vasarhelyi, 2017:8). 

In DLT, transaction are entered and stored in a distributed ledger that is accessible to 
all interested parties. In this case, regulators, auditors, and clients will each have an identical 
copy of the ledger (Martin, 2018:1). One of the strongest aspects of blockchain technology is 
transparency. At this context, it is important to protect the privacy of the distributed 
information. 

All users on the network are responsible for verifying that the data added to the 
blockchain is genuine. This stage is done using different key systems (private and public key) 
that allow users to check the accuracy of data as well as confirm who it came from. The 
transaction is sent to the public address of the recipient (public key) and digitally signed using 
the sender's private key. 

Another key feature of blockchain technology is immutability. The transaction are 
added in blocks chained to each other. Each block needs to be verified by different nodes 
before it can be included in the chain. Operating scheme in which block copies are kept at 
different independent and decentralized points makes verified and transactions added to the 
chain unilaterally unchangeable (Tan and Low, 2019:315; Stein, 2018:79; O 'Leary, 2018:7). 

Accountants, managers, business partners and investors as users of accounting 
information in the real-time blockchain accounting system can actively collaborate to validate 
transactions. It can also provide reliable evidence for cross validation. The combination of 
these components creates a real-time, verifiable and transparent accounting ecosystem (Dai 
and Vasarhelyi, 2017:9). 

Thus, the blockchain will increase auditability. By securing the data recorded in 
blocks, the verification of documents during the audit process will be faciliate. It becomes 
possible to track and control the assets and liabilities recorded in the blockchain, whose 
location and status are constantly updated. This will particularly pave the way for remote real-
time stock review. Moreover, even audit trails can be documented on the blockchain to 
facilitate future monitoring and inspection (Mainelli and Smith, 2015:29-30). 
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The aim of this study is to clarify the developments in various usage areas of 
blockchain technology and to determine the possibility of using this technology in accounting 
transactions. It also aims to demonstrate how to use real-time blockchain accounting 
information systems and identify the most important potential impacts of its technical use in 
accounting information systems. 

The importance of the research stems from the novelty of the subject and the lack of 
accounting research in the field, and also the need for research on how to benefit from various 
recent developments in the information technology environment in accounting information 
systems studies. 

The academic literature on the basic function, application and technical features of the 
system regarding the intersections between blockchain technology and accounting is not 
sufficient. After a comprehensive review of the present literature, operating of blockchain 
technology and its effects on accounting information systems and the concept of real-time 
accounting system as a new paradigm were evaluated. Also, the research reports of Deloitte, 
Ernst & Young, KPMG and PwC including the perspectives, insights and analysis related to 
blockchain are reviewed in detail. 

In the first part of the study, the operational fit of blockchain technology in accounting 
information systems will be discussed. We consider the triple-entry accounting system and its 
operation, which includes blockchain technology versus traditional accounting information 
systems. Then, the use of blockchain technology in accounting information systems will be 
examined and the advantages of the system are discussed in terms of four focus points. 

2. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 

Blockchain technology is a technology that was originally developed to support 
Bitcoin (cryptocurrency) and enables transactions to be carried out without any third party 
(Biswas and Muthukkumarasamy, 2016:1392). In traditional transactions, money transfers are 
managed through a third party bank or institution. Therefore, all transactions are controlled by 
these centrally located institutions (Huuma et al., 2016:1-2). However, blockchain technology 
removes the mechanism of trust in the central authority and imposes trust on the decentralized 
network. Hence, commercial and legal transactions are carried out in a distributed, reliable 
and accountable environment without using a central server on the blockchain. A blockchain 
database consists of nodes (computers). Thus, the record of transactions is kept collectively 
by a network of computers/nodes. Brown (2016) stated that the unreliable nature of the 
network requires a verification process for participating nodes to reach consensus on shared 
records. 

Nodes are responsible for adding new blocks to the blockchain. A new block can be 
added only after all nodes in the system reach a consensus. In other words, all participants 
agree that this block is legitimate and contains only valid transactions. The new block is 
shared among all nodes in the system; it is monitored by every node but cannot be directly 
changed by any (Inghirami, 2019:4). 

Data (transactions) in the blockchain are divided into blocks. "Blocks" are made up of 
pieces of digital information. Each block is linked to the previous one. The first block is 
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called the genesis block (Zheng et al., 2017:558). Reiff (2020) also stated that blocks are 
structures where all kinds of data containing values are stored. Block parts have three parts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Block Information Containing Records of  Transactions 

Source:Figure created by author 

Blockchain, the most common application of DLT, uses cryptographic tools in 
addition to the distributed consensus process to create a significant innovation in traditional 
bookkeeping. DLT is when two companies that are parties to a transaction on a distributed 
network use the same ledger and the computers (nodes) in the system apply verification 
techniques to provide a consensus about the transaction (Liu and Xu, 2017:1853). 

The main feature of blockchain is that transaction data is stored in blocks with value 
containing cryptographic references to previous blocks. To protect the blockchain, a 
decentralized system of work called "proof of work" is used.In this context, the possibility of 
manipulation is quite low. Nodes are responsible for completing the "proof of work". The first 
"miner" who manages to decrypt the "proof of work", verify the transaction and create a new 
block that must be verified by all nodes in the network is rewarded with a fee.In this way, the 
transaction can be verified through the network of nodes without the need for a central 
authority and provides all the information through a public ledger. When a change is made in 
any block, it must be changed in all blocks in the chain (Durbilmez and Turkmen, 2018:32). 
However, this is almost impossible. Because blocks are available to all participants in the 
blocks with the distributed ledger technique. The information contained in the account ledgers 
of all users must also be corrected. As Tysiac (2017) stated, this infrastructure is behind the 
factors that make blockchain reliable.The blockchain ledger based on DLT facilitates 
purchasing processes, ensuring that transactions are securely recorded in a way that can lead 
to incomparable transparency and increased operational efficiency. 

There have been significant initiatives by big four auditing companies towards the 
adoption of blockchain technology (Karajovic et al.,2019:6). It is expressed by Patrizio (2018) 
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and Inghirami (2019) that auditing companies have started to offer solutions that include 
blockchain technology, based on the "Blockchain as a Service (BaaS)" Approach. A 
blockchain platform that generates digital assets (Vulcan) has been developed by PwC 
Australia. Thus, an infrastructure that combines financial and commercial services has been 
designed. Powered by blockchain technology, digital currencies are intended to fundamentally 
change the way consumers, banks and businesses interact. Deloitte started work on its own 
blockchain system (Rubix) in 2014 to simplify and speed up the auditing process using 
blockchain. It aims to seek to improve supply-chain management and solve issues related to 
digital identity and commerce, international transactions and banking, and the management of 
loyalty and rewards programs. Through a collaboration with Microsoft, KPMG has launched 
the “Digital Ledger Service” to customers about how blockchain can help increase the speed 
and security of transactions, reduce costs and digitize administrative processes. EY has 
launched an Ethereum-based procurement solution (OpsChain Network Procurement) for 
businesses. The solution, which allows the execution of procurement activities on the 
blockchain, is designed to transform purchase agreements into digital smart contracts (Fullana 
and Ruiz, 2019:18). 

Based on the Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) approach, these solutions focus on 
business value and productivity growth by eliminating third parties in real-time accounting 
system, asset tracking, inventory management, supply chain management. The main focus of 
the real-time blockchain accounting system (RBAS) is to ensure that the ledger provides 
transparent and reliable information on the blockchain platform involving multi-party 
stakeholders (organizations, departments, individuals, etc.).  

3. REAL-TIME BLOCKCHAIN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM (RBAS) 

Information systems are accepted as the basic method in the process of redesigning the 
business. Most businesses use information technologies to redefine business processes to gain 
competitive advantage (Phan, 2003:582). The accounting information system allows 
information users to obtain information whenever and wherever they want, and enables the 
systematic circulation of financial information within the enterprise. The use of blockchain 
technology in accounting information systems has come to the fore as a technological 
solution. It presents important changes in terms of accounting theory, and as the use of digital 
currencies in terms of businesses becomes widespread, its effects in terms of reporting 
emerge. Blockchain technology has the potential to change the double-entry accounting 
system. 

The blockchain distributed ledger structure, whose transactions cannot be deleted or 
changed, is defined as a digital ledger for accounting, which is basically a recording and 
reporting system. The parties to the commercial transactions record the transactions in their 
own ledgers by using the double-entry system. On the basis of blockchain technology, instead 
of making separate accounting entries in each enterprise based on documents, a registration 
system can be created that allows transactions to be recorded directly in a common ledger 
with the participation and approval of all parties. After the transaction registry is completed, it 
will be almost impossible to hide and destroy transactions, since it is cryptographically signed 
and distributed to all nodes (Doğan and Ertugay, 2019:1664). Therefore, transactions between 
parties in the blockchain are recorded and stored in the system in real-time and monitored 
instantly. “Real-time Blockchain Accounting System” (RBAS) is defined as a 
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softwaresolution that enables the exchange of monetary values between two or more parties, 
records this exchange transaction, reliably stores it, and enables the preparation of financial 
statements when needed (Potekhina and Rumkin, 2017:12). 

There are two parties involved in a typical business transaction: the party supplying 
the goods or services and the party demanding the goods or services. While one of the parties 
delivers the goods or provides the service, the other party pays or borrows for the relevant 
goods or services. Both parties record the relevant transaction separately in their own 
accounting systems. In the blockchain technology-based accounting system, the distributed 
ledger, which verifies the records in real time, participates in the registration process as a third 
party. The real-time blockchain accounting system proposes a triple-entry accounting 
system.Therefore, the blockchain distributed ledger is a third-party inclusion on the 
traditionally presented double-entry accounting (Dai and Vasarhelyi, 2017:11). 

In the blockchain-based system, there are three entries of the accounting transaction: 
the debit side, the credit side, and the cryptographic signature of the transaction. These three 
entries also form three parties, the buyer, the seller, and the blockchain (Brandon, 2016:39).In 
other words, after the records are completed, they are signed encrypted and distributed to all 
nodes (transaction parties for acccounting). Therefore, this distributed ledger is the third party 
of the triple-entry accounting system (Hambiralovic and Karlsson, 2018:20).The use of 
blockchain technology to be a third party in the accounting system,provides a transparent, 
self-verifying accounting information system that includes cryptographic encryption, and it 
provides reliable information sharing for information users and continuous and real-time 
reporting for partners (Dai and Vasarhelyi, 2017:10). 

In the distributed database system, each record carries a timestamp. In this 
context,real-time information needs of information users will be met with the development of 
accounting information systems that record verified transactions in secure ledgers on the basis 
of blockchain technology (Dai and Vasarhelyi, 2017:9). For this reason, predetermined 
accounting policies (such as stock valuation method, depreciation method) in accounting 
software or ERP systems are integrated into the blockchain database and are considered as a 
new database with the potential to be used with the existing accounting information system. 
Contrary to an ERP, processes that are organized in a centralized infrastructure, blockchain 
distributes the power of transaction verification, storage, and organization to a group of 
nodes/computers (Dai and Vasarhelyi, 2017:8). 

3.1. Triple-Entry Accounting System(TEA) 

Essentially, the triple-entry accounting system was first described by Grigg in 2005 as 
a system in which two parties (buyer or seller) transact and a third party approves. Today, it 
has found use with blockchain technology.This system is the system that provides 
transactions to be recordeddirectly in a common registry with the participation and approval 
of all transaction parties 

The triple-entry accounting system proposed by Grigg is a distributed ledger system 
based on a three-way consensus mechanism. It relies on three-sided signed receipts to reach 
an agreement on registration (Odom, 2015:2). The transaction recording process, in which the 
parties are simultaneously involved, first begins with sending request to the network. The 
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transaction request is sent to the system database to obtain the signatures of the parties. Before 
the transaction is committed to the database, the system checks and confirms the validity of 
the signatures. Thus, this mechanism creates a three-sided signed receipt that cannot be 
manipulated or deleted by the parties and where the data will be kept in one block. In the 
other words, the TEA system has a shared transaction block that keeps a single entry of the 
transaction (Ibañez et al. 2020: 6). The TEA system facilitates financial reporting, tax 
planning and auditing with sequential storage and classification of transactions (Ibañez et al. 
2020:16). 

The TEA system maintains a distributed ledger record of transactions between two or 
more parties with an offer-acceptance-verification structure. It is based on the principle of 
immutability of transactions. Hence the three-way consensus through digitally signed receipts 
suggested by Grigg (2005) ensures immutability. The manipulation and low level of trust of 
double-entry systems have made the immutability of the shared ledger of real-time 
transactions a fundamental requirement. The reliability of the TEA system on the basis of the 
blockchain is ensured by the digital verification feature. The TEA system acts as an archive 
that records transactions common to two or more parties. The transaction block in the system 
can be public or private. 

 

Figure 2. DLT-based TEA Systems 
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The TEA system has address A, address B, and a third address, which is the 
verification receipt.The third public ledger allows both parties to reconcile their ledgers and 
reach consensus (Faccia and Mosteanu, 2019:111).  The private TEA system can be 
encrypted, allowing only users with access rights to view transactions. Making access 
optional for each transaction according to the preference of the legal entity will increase the 
attractiveness of the TEA system (Pacio, 2019:3). Thus, thanks to the public blockchain 
technology, it is possible to enter transaction information into blocks, instead of the 
document-based book-keeping technique in the accounting units of enterprises. All 
information is monitored in real-time by all users registered in the system, with the 
distribution and approval of the transaction by recording in the block due to the distributed 
ledger structure of the blockchain.The distribution and approval of the transaction means that 
the accounting transaction cannot be fraudulent (Deloitte, 2016:3). In this way, the 
information user in the blockchain network will not have to wait for the interim financial 
reports according to quarterly time periods or the year-end financial reports. Information users 
will be able to trace all transactions in real-time. 

 
Figure 3.Triple-Entry Bookkeeping Sample 

Source: Nordgren et.al., 2019:49 

Figure 3 represents a triple-entry bookkeeping technique in a blockchain-based 
accounting information system. In the blockchain-based system, the enterprise records the 
internal and external activity flow in the common ledger and adds it to the chain. Thus, 
accounts can be tracked in the common ledger for different users. At the same time, the 
equality of assets and liabilities is achieved instantly (Dai and Vasarhelyi, 2017:11). 

3.2. Taxation System 

Although payroll systems in most of the developed economies have been equipped 
with an electronic infrastructure, the collection of taxes on wages with decentralized 
blockchain technology based on a distributed ledger system will both strengthen tax security 
for employers and workers and accelerate tax collection for governments (Johnston and 
Lewis, 2017:17). 
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In the report “Blockchain technology and its potential on taxes” published in 2017, 
Deloitte emphasized that blockchain technology can have great effects for tax authorities, 
especially in the prevention of fraud. On the platform, it is stated that Value Added Tax 
(VAT) is separated from the transaction and transferred directly to the relevant tax authority, 
and the rest will be transferred to the relevant customer account (Deloitte, 2017:13). One of 
the most important problems in taxation is trust. In the proposed system, taxes can be 
downloaded and reported in real time using smart contracts for payments. 

In the system, where VAT collection is made with blockchain technology through 
distributed entry, there will be smart contracts that automatically separate VAT from the 
purchase price and scan quick response codes (two-dimensional barcodes) on products.Thus, 
the tax liability will be separated from the price and sent directly to the treasury, resulting in 
significant reductions in transaction costs.In addition, thanks to smart contracts, VAT refunds 
will be realized quickly (WU/New Economy Taxation Team, 2017:8). 

With the use of blockchain technology in tax systems, the current administrative 
burdens of businesses will be significantly reduced, time will be saved and costs will be 
reduced. At the same time, the details of the operational costs will be open to scrutiny 
simultaneously. Money transfers between businesses and public authoritieswill be ensured 
quickly. All transactions will be carried out in real time, fraudulent activities on transactions 
made through smart contracts will be significantly prevented and transparency will be ensured 
(Frankowski et al., 2017:13). Because transactions in the distributed entry system can be 
monitored in real time by tax offices and cannot be changed (Johnston and Lewis, 2017:16). 
In this context, it is clear that a blockchain-based taxation, which is seen as a positive way to 
prevent smuggling in the field of VAT, will provide transparency, high tax compliance and 
low cost to the economy. 

4. POTENTIAL IMPACT OF BLOCKCAHIN ON AIS 

Blockchain technology enables new business models, innovative organizational forms, 
or new business and production processes where “access” over ownership and “share” over 
ownership, and real-time accounting systems.In this context, blockchain technology offers 
advantages to practitioners and information users at various points. 

Book-keeping with blockchain technologyprovides important advantages such as 
operational simplification, minimization of fraud and corruption risks in terms of accounting 
transactions, especially since a block added to the chain cannot be changed unilaterally 
without the consent of all parties in the transaction. Due to the fact that the relevant 
transactions are open to the supervision of all parties authorized inside and outside the 
organization, the efficiency and productivity of auditing will increase and operational 
simplification will be possible in auditing (CAA, 2017:22). 

According to literature49is related to the use of blockchain technology in accounting, 
the potential advantages of real-time blockchain accounting system were categorized 
according to four focus points: transparency and trust; disintermediation; smart contracts; 
continuous audit. 
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4.1. Transparency and Trust 

There are two aspects to the use of blockchain technology in accounting. First of all, 
accounting transactions will be shared transparently through this technology, on the other 
hand, documents or document details of each transaction (invoice details, etc.) will be 
displayed and the accounting policies and methods used by the enterprise will be uploaded to 
the system. Thus, transaction assurance flow will be provided. In an accounting system based 
on blockchain technology, all monetary transactions of the business are recorded on the 
blockchain with the timestamp for each transaction. In this way, all accounting entries can be 
monitored simultaneously by all authorized parties of the business and all parties can see the 
real-time financial statements of the business. In this context, blockchain technology will 
enable to improve information quality and increase transparency by providing accounting 
transactions to parties in a more reliable and real-time manner (Byström, 2016: 4). 

Blockchain system will improve the quality of accounting systems in terms of 
auditability and interoperability, as well as security, transparency and immutability in 
accounting entries (Piazza, 2017:296; Weigand et al., 2019:3). It will directly affect the 
governance and transparency for all company stakeholders to the extent that they can provide 
instant and accurate access to all data about the company. These features make a significant 
change in the company’s risk assessment (Byström, 2019:44). 

Blockchain, in essence, are public structures that fulfill the necessary conditions. In 
some applications, access to the blockchain can be bound to permission. The permission to 
participate in the blockchain network is divided into public blockchain and private blockchain 
according to the structure of the blockchain (Usta and Doğantekin, 2018: 32). The ability of 
private blockchain users to join the database is dependent on a specific invitation. In this 
context, some secret protocols can be provided. If businesses want to use such blockchains 
based on speed and privacy in terms of data processing and reporting, private blockchain will 
be more preferable (Jenner, 2017:1088). Yermack (2017) focuses on the possibility of 
providing differentiated (public or private) access to different parties and stakeholders, which 
will increase transparency and trust. 

According to Bonsón and Beznárová (2019), there is a distinction between private and 
public blockchain, supported by a suitable architecture and improvements in cybersecurity. It 
will increase not only the quality of information, but also relevance, faithful representation, 
timeliness, comparability, verifiability, and the cost-benefit principle of accounting 
information. Therefore, it indicates that the accounting information system as a whole has 
been improved.  

4.2. Disintermediation 

Due to distributed ledger structure, the blockchainrecords the transactions of all 
participants on a single ledger and enables this service to be realized without centralized 
transaction processes. Therefore, even if the user is offline, without any time constraints, 
copies of the transactions can be accessed through the blockchain ledger.Since each 
blockchain stores copies of previous transactions within the chain, it is also possible to access 
each one retrospectively (Deloitte, 2017:4). 
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In the blockchain system which provides disintermediation, all transactions must be 
approved and recorded by the transaction parties when adding them to the network or 
requesting changes. All parties in the system approve the validity of the change process, and 
the transaction only takes place in this way (Mansfield-Devine, 2017:17). In this context, the 
blockchain is based on the consensus of the transaction parties. Consensus is a method for 
verifying the chronological order in which requests, transactions, and information are 
executed, modified, or created. Correct ordering of transaction flows is important because it 
establishes ownership as well as rights and obligations. In a blockchain network, since there is 
no central authority that determines the order of transactions, approves transactions, and sets 
the rules for how nodes interact with each other, many validators implement peer-to-peer 
consensus protocols and all nodes’access to information is limited by the permission level. 
Therefore, the entries are transparent and monitorable (Aste, Tasca, Mateo, 2017:18). It 
functions as a shared, abuse-proof, shared ledger where entries are irretrievable through 
community consensus. It creates trust in the system by eliminating the need for compromise 
(Aste, Tasca, Mateo, 2017:18). However, in a system without a control mechanism, the 
accessibility of data for each user can be a concern for businesses. As a solution to this, the 
system offers public and private blockchain network alternatives. In the public blockchain, all 
users have access to transactions and data within the chain. In private blockchain, permission 
is required for participation in the network. Thanks to the permissioned blockchain 
technology, a shared ledger system operates within a network established by the relevant 
consortium (Deloitte, 2017: 5). 

4.3. Smart Contracts 

Blockchain systems allow the execution of programs that can perform accounting 
functions. The most important type of program used in blockchains is the smart contract. It is 
a set of rules that ensure the execution of contract conditions through computers. Smart 
contracts are software that run when certain conditions are met. After the contract parties 
agree on the subject of the contract, they are signed by the parties and added to the blockchain 
as a new block. When the contract conditions are fulfilled, the rules defined in the contract are 
executed. Therefore, smart contract implementation is based on the fact that any contract 
terms are converted into computer codes and stored in the blockchain and continued until the 
parties cancel or the contract terms are completed. In the current system, a central registry and 
distribution institution is needed to carry out a transaction between banks, and transaction 
times are prolonged as transactions are carried out through this center (Brennan and Lunn, 
2016:9). Also, smart contracts are defined by Coyne McMickle (2017), Ølnes et al., (2017), 
Rozario and Vasarhelyi (2018) as digital programs that automate tasks related to contract 
execution, documentation or control, minimizing the need for trusted intermediaries. 
Therefore, smart contracts allow a series of tasks to be automated, reducing time, cost, and 
operational errors by eliminating the usually manual processes. 

ACCA (2017) emphasizes that in terms of accounting applications, by applying smart 
contracts, invoice preparation operations will be transferred to computers with blockchain 
technology. For example, the computer will first check the blockchain to confirm that the 
goods are in stock and that the necessary resources are available to make the payment and an 
invoice will be paid automatically. Other interesting point highlighted by Rîndaşu (2019) 
about smart contracts is their potential to streamline accounting processes and thus provide an 
improvement in performance reporting costs. Weigan et al. (2019) emphasizes that the need 

https://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/monitorable
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for less coordination between units and greater privacy in transactions are the most important 
benefits of this technology. 

Smart contracts have been developed to replace operational or administrative functions 
in internal and external reporting, and produce data that will reflect real results on time for 
performance targets and budgets (Wunsche, 2016:17-18). According to Dai and Vasarhelyi 
(2017) and Rozario and Vasarhelyi (2018), smart contract automates the transaction 
reconciliation procedure, increases transparency by issuing real-time reports.As stated by 
Kokina et al., (2017), decision-making processes are managed without intermediaries through 
smart contracts, under a predefined set of rules.It also facilitates audit processes and also 
reduces the risk specific to the human factor. However, there will always be the experience of 
the human factor and the functions that need to be evaluated. Therefore, the role of the auditor 
cannot be ignored (Rozario and Vasarhelyi, 2018:4). 

4.4. Continuous Audit 

Traditional audit services operate in a labor-intensive process. For the auditor, the 
preliminary preparation process brings together time, efficiency and cost issues (Schmitz and 
Leoni, 2019:336). Thanks to blockchain technology, it is possible to getcoded to auditable 
data that is verified, timestamped and immutable. Rules can be coded within the system, 
which allows automatic review through audit software. Therefore, the important effect of 
Blockchain technology on audit processes is to reduce time and cost (Potekhina and Riumkin, 
2017:14). 

In the blockchain network, transactions are approved by parties, submitted to the 
approval of the parties in case of any change, and provide a transaction trace reflecting the 
change to the books (Kokina et al., 2017: 96). Thanks to instant confirmation of transactions, 
blockchain technology provides real-time audit evidence (Schmitz and Leoni, 2019:336). Due 
to real-time audit, the authenticity of all transactions in the accounting information system and 
the accuracy of the amounts will be time-stamped, so the auditor spends a significant part of 
his/her time on performing other important stages of the audit instead of checking the reality 
or accuracy of these transactions (Potekhina and Riumkin, 2017:14-15). Thus, real-time audit 
will ensure continuous audit, thanks to time-stamped instant transactions. Thanks to 
continuous auditing, the auditor will be able to perform the audit activity more effectively. By 
obtaining objective data, high audit evidence will be provided and audit reliability will 
increase. In this way, audit risk will be minimized. It will be possible to detect or prevent 
fraudulent financial reporting with blockchain technology (Abreu et al., 2018: 4). However, in 
order to carry out continuous auditing activities in an enterprise that will have a blockchain-
based accounting information system, all transactions must be recorded in this database. Only 
at this stage, the use of private (permissioned) blockchains prevents continuous audit activity 
(Schmitz and Leoni, 2019:336). In order for this system to function properly, the auditor must 
have an entry of all transactions updated in real-time (Rooney et al., 2017:43). 

Finally, continuous auditing will reduce the incentives for customers to make false 
statements, which reduces the gap between the expectations of auditors, financial report users 
and regulators, increases the effectiveness of auditing. In this context, four big audit firms 
(PwC, Ernst & Young, Deloitte and KPMG) are the first providers of blockchain technology 
by arranging and developing their audit applications according to this technology, in order to 
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take advantage of the opportunities provided by blockchain technology and to gain an 
important field of activity in the market in the future. They continue to work to maintain their 
current position in the market today (Potekhina and Riumkin, 2017:14). 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Today, blockchain technology is described as a disruptive technology. Behind this 
definition lies that the technology operates on a peer-to-peer network that is not dependent on 
a central authority. Blockchain, which came to the fore with Bitcoin and is defined as a 
protocol-based technology in terms of the functioning of digital currencies, is integrated into 
business processes. As it is a new and developing area in business processes and it contains 
many innovations in the digital transformation process, it is not possible to fully reveal its 
effects. For this reason, many businesses have started to create their own 
prototype53technologies in order to identify the possibilities offered by blockchain 
technology and observe its possible effects (Deloitte, 2017: 1). Blockchain technology is 
designed in a structure that allows real-time monitoring and control of transactions within the 
ecosystem it provides, rather than a technological infrastructure. Accordingly, the idea of 
using blockchain infrastructure and databases in the accounting process is based on the fact 
that the blockchain is a ledger for bitcoin transactions by its53nature.Blockchain as a DLT 
ensures that transactions are securely recorded that can lead to unprecedented transparency 
and increased operational efficiency. In this context, blockchain technology will provide a 
revolutionary digital transformation for accounting systems. Schmitz and Leoni (2019) state 
that blockchain technology eliminates the need to enter and reconcile accounting information 
in multiple databases. As a result, it will save time and significantly reduce the risk of human 
error (Rìndaşu, 2019:145). Sheldon (2019) points out that the use of blockchain technology 
minimizes the risks associated with changing historical data and the need for data backup 
since batch processing. 

In the literature, real-time accounting system concept related to blockchain-based 
accounting system; it is defined as a software solution that cryptographically protects 
transaction data in a peer-to-peer nodes, stores verified transactions in blocks and allows 
preparation of financial statements (Potekhina and Riumkin, 2017:12).  In this context, real-
time blockchain accounting system proposes a triple-entry accounting system and this system 
offers advantages in terms of four focus point: transparency and trust; disintermediation; 
smart contracts; continuous audit unlike the traditional accounting system. 

Blockchain technology will be able to create new bases for accounting information 
systems by producing verified, real-time data sets. In addition, with a real-time accounting 
system, it will be possible to switch from periodic to continuous over time, that is, to real-time 
auditing. One of the key points in the evolution of blockchain-based accounting applications 
is the development of smart contracts. Using smart contracts, payments can be made 
automatically, transferring currencies or other assets on pre-agreed terms. Thus, with the 
taxation system based on the blockchain mechanism, the collection of taxes will be 
automated, transaction costs and especially value added tax smuggling activities will be 
reduced significantly. 

These features makes this technology attractive to both auditors and all company 
stakeholders.  Therefore, big four companies has started to join the consortium to develop 
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applications within this technological framework. Providing a framework of new possibilities 
for accounting, distributed ledger systems offer a wide range of potential application 
opportunities, from external and internal transaction integrations, reconciliation, invoice 
automation, dispute resolution, anti-corruption and more. 

As a result, in this study, blockchain technology,real-time accounting transactions 
expected to emerge with the use of blockchain technology and the use of this technology, the 
usability of the triple-entry accounting system, transparent and reliable information flow, 
continuous auditing, prevention of fraudulent financial reporting are mentioned. With the use 
of this technology, the development of new blockchain-based accounting information systems 
integrated with ERP systems can enable businesses to instantly transfer information to 
information users and ensure a high level of quality of information to be transferred. Thus, it 
can be ensured that the level of reasonable assurance given in the audit reports to be prepared 
as a result of the continuous audit activity for the auditors is much higher. 
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